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ABSTRACT 

Around 70% of US adults are overweight or obese, conditions strongly associated 
with medical issues and lower worker productivity. Efforts to address this issue have 
largely failed to instill long-term healthy living habits in individuals, and a better 
understanding of how individuals respond to these weight classifications may aid in 
creating effective interventions. Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979, I 
exploit the quasi-random assignment of weight classifications through the body mass 
index in a regression discontinuity design (RD) to analyze the impacts of overweight and 
obese assignments on weight change behavior and attempts to lose weight. My results 
suggest that individuals do not respond to these classifications by altering their weight 
change behavior or their efforts to lose weight. Limitations to my study make it uncertain 
whether this is the true relationship between weight classifications and weight-related 
behaviors. However, these findings align with previous research utilizing similar natural 
experiments. Future studies could exploit additional sources of variation in weight 
information, utilize different techniques, and explore alternative samples to contribute to 
the small, yet growing, literature on this topic.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2018, the combined pecentage of overweight and obese adults in the United 

States was around 70% (Fryar et al., 2018). Although obesity is linked to higher medical 

costs, premature mortality, and worker absenteeism, its prevalence continues to steadily 

increase, with national medical costs summing up to $190 billion (Cawley & 

Meyerhoefer, 2012; Trogdon et al., 2008). Public and private efforts to address this issue 

include public obesity awareness campaigns, regulation on nutritional intake, and 

company wellness programs. However, these initiatives have largely failed to instill long-

term healthy living habits in individuals, and the obesity epidemic persists (Cawley & 

Price, 2013; Jones et al., 2019; Vadiveloo et al., 2011; Walls et al., 2011). We need to 

better understand how individuals respond to overweight and obesity in order to 

effectively motivate improved health behavior. 

My study uses the clinical definitions of overweight and obese from the body 

mass index (BMI) to analyze the effects of these weight classifications on individual 

health behavior. Specifically, I use a regression discontinuity (RD) design to assess the 

impacts of overweight and obese assignment on subsequent weight change, as well as the 

probability of an individual attempting to lose weight. The data come from the National 

Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY ’79), a nationally representative, biennial 

survey of 12,686 Americans issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This panel allows 

me to follow individuals’ weight change between surveys from 2002-2016, in addition to 

BMI, health-related behaviors, and demographic characteristics.  
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The identification comes from comparing observations just above and below each 

weight classification threshold (overweight and obese). After testing the underlying 

assumptions that reported BMI is not systematically manipulated to be below a threshold 

and that baseline observable characteristics are continuous across both thresholds, the RD 

design appears valid in my sample. That is, overweight and obese classifications can be 

treated as quasi-randomly assigned to observations near each respective cutoff.  

I use local linear regressions to estimate the local average treatment effect 

(LATE) of overweight and obese assignment on each outcome. The estimated effect 

could hypothetically go in either direction. First, being assigned to a higher weight 

classification may motivate individuals to lose weight in order to reach a healthier BMI. 

This motivation could stem from physician recommendations (Hansen et al., 2020), being 

charged higher insurance premiums due to increased BMI (Madison et al., 2013), or 

simply the intrinsic desire to become healthier, among others. On the other hand, 

overweight and obese assignments could result in individuals gaining weight. Almond et 

al. (2016) and Kim et al. (2019) both find that overweight assignment may increase 

subsequent weight for school-aged girls and Korean adults, respectively. The proposed 

mechanism is that unhealthy weight classifications may actually discourage individuals 

from healthy living. However, neither study finds any effect for obese classification. My 

work contributes to the literature by assessing similar impacts on a sample of US adults, 

the targeted population of many obesity-related interventions.  

My results suggest that neither overweight nor obese classification affects 

individuals’ weight change over time or probability of attempting weight loss. Potential 
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reasons for this null effect are that being assigned to a higher weight classification alone 

does not motivate individuals to lose weight, individuals are unaware of their BMI 

classification, or any short-term weight loss (gain) is netted out by individuals regaining 

(losing) their lost (gained) weight in the two-year period between survey rounds. 

Furthermore, there exists no heterogeneity in effects across subgroups split by gender, 

race, or being insured. These results, combined with findings from other studies, imply 

that health information alone does not motivate individuals to improve their health 

behavior. Future research could explore what combination of potential motivators may 

lead to long-term health behavior changes in overweight and obese individuals. 

 The remainder of the paper is organized in the following structure. Section 2 

provides a background on excessive weight gain as an issue and a literature review on 

attempted interventions. Section 3 discusses the data used, while Section 4 delves into the 

empirical strategy, including the testing of identifying assumptions. Section 5 provides 

results from the analyses, and Section 6 concludes.  
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2. BACKGROUND & LITERATURE REVIEW 

Weight as an Issue 

 Excessive weight gain has been documented to have adverse health effects on 

individuals. The medical field consistently finds strong links between obesity and 

diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, certain types of cancer, and asthma, among other 

diseases (Guh et al., 2009). These diseases negatively impact individual health, often 

requiring physician care and prescribed medication, and in worse cases, serious 

procedures such as cardiac surgery. 

 As a result, overweight and obese individuals often incur higher medical expenses 

than healthy individuals.1 In fact, Cawley & Meyerhoefer (2012) use genetic variation in 

weight to show that obese individuals spend $2,741 more on annual medical care. 

Accumulated over a lifetime, the medical costs due to obesity could substantially reduce 

individuals’ disposable income. 

 Another mechanism by which obesity could lead to lower lifetime income is 

through health insurance. Insurance companies are permitted to charge higher premiums 

to obese individuals (Madison et al., 2013). This has led to concern of a negative 

externality in pooled insurance, where premiums are not risk-adjusted based on weight. 

More clearly, the concern is that the higher healthcare costs incurred by obese individuals 

are passed onto the rest of the pool through higher premiums.  

 

1 Healthy refers to individuals with a body mass index of 18.5 ≤ BMI < 25, overweight to those with 25 ≤ 
BMI < 30, and obese individuals having BMI ≥ 30. 
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 Bailey (2013) and Bhattacharya & Sood (2011) both find that obese workers pay 

for their higher healthcare costs in the form of lower wages. This result aligns with 

several causal studies showing that excessive weight gain may decrease wages (Cawley, 

2004; Johar & Katayama, 2012). Insurance premiums, however, may not be the only 

reason for lowering the wages of obese workers. Evidence also exists showing that obese 

employees have higher rates of absenteeism due to illness, injury, or disability (Trogdon 

et al., 2008). Thus, lower productivity may provide additional reason to lower wages of 

obese workers. In sum, the negative externality in insurance pools may not always exist; 

yet, obese individuals likely see a decrease in lifetime income by either higher medical 

expenses, lower wages, or both. 

 Despite the associated health risks and individual costs, obesity rates have been 

increasing steadily in recent decades to their currently high levels. In fact, due to its 

widespread and increasing occurrence, obesity was formally recognized as a global 

epidemic by the World Health Organization in 1997 (World Health Organization, 2000). 

In the United States, its prevalence has increased from 13 to 40% since 1960, affecting 

over 93 million Americans in 2016 (CDC, 2019; Fryar et al., 2018). In 2018, the 

combined pecentage of overweight and obese adults in the United States was around 70% 

(Fryar et al., 2018). As “one in four people in OECD countries is currently obese,” the 

epidemic is also of global concern (OECD, 2019). However, the US consistently tips the 

scale of obesity rates amongst OECD countries (OECD, 2019). Figure 1 shows relevant 

trends in US overweight and obesity rates over time, replicated from the National Center 

for Health Statistics’ most recent obesity report (Fryar et al., 2018).  
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Figure 1. Trends in overweight, obesity, and severe obesity among men and women aged 
20-74; United States, 1960-1962 through 2015-2016. 

 

The data show that, while the proportion of overweight individuals has been relatively 

constant over time, obesity and severe obesity have increased by 26 and 7 percentage 

points, respectively, from 1960 to 2016 (Fryar et al., 2018).2 

 Given that a large portion of the population suffers from overweight and obesity, 

the aforementioned individual costs associated with higher weight translate into large 

social costs. Medical care costs of obesity in the United States increased from $42 billion 

in 1998 to an estimated $86 billion in 2006, and the percent of total medical costs 

increased from 6 to 10% over the same period (Finkelstein et al., 2009). Using the 

National Health Expenditure Accounts dataset, Finkelstein et al. (2009) put the 2006 

 

2 Severe obesity refers to a BMI ≥ 40 
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estimate closer to $147 billion. Furthermore, Cawley and Meyerhoefer (2012) suggest 

obesity was responsible for $190 billion of medical costs in 2005. While the range of 

estimates varies, the literaure agrees on the fact that obesity-related medical expenditures, 

as well as its share of total medical expenditures, are both large and increasing over time. 

 The indirect social costs associated with obesity through lower worker 

productivity are also large. Lower productivity linked to obese employees stems from 

worker absenteesim, disability, premature mortality, lower presenteeism (e.g. lower 

productivity while at work), and workers’ compensation (Trogdon et al., 2008). For 

worker absenteeism in obese individuals, Cawley, Rizzo, & Haas (2007) suggest an 

annual cost of $4.3 billion in the United States. Additional estimates range from $3.38 

billion ($79 per obese person) to $6.38 billion ($132 per obese person) across several 

studies (Trogdon et al., 2008). The combination of these indirect costs and direct medical 

expenditures sum to substantial social costs of obesity. 

 Even though obese employees may internalize healthcare costs through lower 

wages, not all of the medical costs of obesity are paid for by the obese. Public health 

plans, such as Medicaid and Medicare, are funded by obese and non-obese taxpayers 

alike. Wang et al. (2015) estimated that severe obesity costs in 2013 were $69 billion, 

41% of which were paid for by Medicaid and Medicare. Furthermore, the percentage of 

obesity costs paid for by public healthcare has potentially increased from 41%, as this 

was before the 2014 Medicaid expansion. The expansion required stricter treatment of 

obesity, and resulted in an increase in coverage and diagnoses of obesity-related illnesses 

(Wherry & Miller, 2016). Whereas medical expenses incurred by privately-insured, obese 
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employees may be internalized, their could still exist a negative externality through 

publicly funded healthcare. 

Policies and Interventions 

 The high social costs of obesity coupled with its increasing prevalence have led 

policymakers to attempt to combat this epidemic. The literature studying the impacts of 

obesity policies covers a variety of intervention types. The three common approaches of 

public efforts to address obesity are obesity awareness campaigns, regulation on 

nutritional intake, and wellness programs.  

Awareness Campaigns 

 Awareness campaigns are predicated on the idea that being informed about the 

negative effects of excessive weight gain and how to avoid it will trigger desired 

responses in individuals. The main assumption is that individuals are either unaware of 

obesity’s potential harm or simply do not know how to live a healthy lifestyle. One 

benefit of launching these campaigns is that they can reach a large population; however, 

they rely on individuals being intrinsically motivated enough to take personal 

responsibility for their health behavior. Walls et al. (2011) note that “social marketing 

campaigns and associated media focussing on the undesirability of obesity are poorly 

supported by existing evidence”. In turn, they call for policies that “provide incentives for 

healthy eating and increased physical activity.” This suggests that individuals do not 

embody the intrinsic motivation necessary for weight loss and may require incentives to 

lead healthier lives.  
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 An example of one such awareness campaign took place in rural New York. 

Communities for Healthy Living, a research project at the Harvard School of Public 

Health, uses a pre-post intervention survey to measure the effects of a poster campaign on 

parental awareness of childhood obesity (GreenMills et al., 2013). Specifically, posters 

presenting common myths about childhood obesity along with a counteracting truth were 

posted in five Head Start centers and sent home to parents. The results suggest that the 

campaign succeeded in receiving high exposure among parents, increasing childhood 

obesity awareness, and decreasing belief in common misconceptions (GreenMills et al., 

2013). Although this campaign increased obesity awareness, evidence that it led to a 

change in parental behavior to improve their child’s health is still lacking.  

 Similarly, another study used a nationally representative survey to examine the 

effects of media exposure on attitudes towards childhood obesity. Respondents were 

randomly chosen to be shown a video on childhood obesity, and treated survey responses 

were compared to the control group that did not view the video. The study finds that the 

messages do not change attitudes about obesity, nor do they increase support for obesity 

prevention policies (Barry et al., 2014). These findings align with two studies on the 

effects of body weight report cards, where parents receive a notification saying, “Your 

[child’s] BMI falls outside of a healthy weight; please review your BMI with a health 

care provider” (Almond, Lee, & Schwartz, 2016). Almond et al. (2016) find that students 

receiving an overweight report card do not decrease their BMI in the next school year. 

Likewise, Prina & Royer (2014) find that, although weight report cards increase parental 

knowledge of their child’s weight, no actions such as controlling their child’s diet or 
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amount of physical activity are taken and child BMI remains unchanged. In sum, there 

appears to be little evidence that obesity awareness campaigns lacking an incentive 

component to change behavior effectively improve individual health behavior.  

Nutrition Regulation 

 Because diet has long been believed to play an important role in physical health, 

regulating nutritional intake is an additional public approach to reducing obesity. The 

intention behind these policies is to regulate one potential mechanism for weight gain: 

excess consumption of high-caloric foods. This may be achieved by awareness through 

nutritional labeling or increasing access to healthier food options. 

 In 2008, New York City adopted a policy that required certain chain restaurants to 

post the caloric content of menu items (Vadiveloo et al., 2011). Vadiveloo et al. (2011) 

collected receipt information before and after the policy change to compare New York 

City and Newark, New Jersey using a difference-in-differences analysis. They find no 

significant differences in the type of food ordered, frequency of fast food consumption, or 

frequency of overall meal consumption between the two cities (Vadiveloo et al., 2011). 

The study suggests that simply presenting nutritional information to the public may not 

lead to healthier eating habits. However, it should also be noted that the sample may not 

be representative of the population in this case. That is, those who eat fast food may be 

less likely to respond to such nutritional information than those who do not eat fast food. 

The implication from the study, then, is that nutritional policies lacking external 

incentives may not change food consumption habits among those who eat fast food. 

Nonetheless, the Affordable Care Act requires certain fast food restaurants to post 
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nutrition information for menu items as of 2018 (Patient Protection and Affordable Care 

Act, 2010). 

 A second approach to improving the nutritional content of individuals’ food 

choice is by improving access to supermarkets. The theory driving these policies is that 

underserved neighborhoods with poor access to grocery stores rely heavily on fast food 

and convenience stores, impacting their intake of fresh produce. In the United States, the 

Healthy Food Financing Initiative (HFFI) requires over $100 million of federal funding 

to bring fresher food to rural areas (CED Healthy Food Financing Initiative FY 2016, 

2016).  

 One study explores the effects of a Pennsylvania program modeled after the HFFI 

using a “controlled pre-post quasi-experimental longitudinal design” with two similar 

neighborhoods, one of which received a new supermarket (Cummins et al., 2014). 

Difference-in-differences estimates suggest that while the new supermarket increased 

perceived access to higher quality food, BMI and fruit and vegetable intake did not 

change relative to the control group (Cummins et al., 2014). Cummins et al. (2014) state 

that “simply building new food retail stores may not be sufficient to promote behavior 

change related to diet.” Although a significant amount of public funding backs these 

types of programs, their effectiveness is questionable. Similar to awareness campaigns, 

nutrition programs lacking direct incentives for healthy eating and weight loss appear 

ineffective, and a clear solution remains elusive. 
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Wellness Programs 

 Whereas the aforementioned policies stem mostly from public programs, the 

private sector also takes initiative to improve employee health. Firms can benefit from 

decreased healthcare costs and increased worker productivity by creating a healthier 

workforce (Bhattacharya & Sood, 2011; Trogdon et al., 2008). In fact, Baicker, Cutler, & 

Song (2010) find that “medical costs fall by about $3.27 for every dollar spent on 

wellness programs and that absenteeism costs fall by about $2.73 for every dollar spent,” 

suggesting that these programs more than pay for themselves. Such programs are widely 

implemented, too. An estimated “65 percent of large firms offering health benefits gave 

their employees the opportunity to complete a health risk assessment” in 2019, and half 

of those companies had financial incentives tied to participation (Claxton et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, program results, as opposed to mere participation, may qualify employees 

for financial rewards or penalties.  

 The incentivized nature of these programs distinguishes them from the majority of 

public programs. However, research focusing on the effectiveness of such programs still 

does not provide definitive outcomes and insights. For example, General Mills takes the 

approach of creating “a work culture and environment that best support its employees in 

making good decisions about their health and well-being” (Heinen & Darling, 2009). 

They forgo direct financial incentives for awareness, culture, and competition to create a 

healthier workforce. Tactics for designing a healthy workplace include healthy food 

labels at on-site dining locations, lack of desserts offered at checkout counters, punch 

cards for designated healthy meals, attractive stairwells and walking paths, and on-site 

health professionals available for consultation (Heinen & Darling, 2009). Creating this 
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environment, alongside consistent health risk assessments (HRAs) recommending at-risk 

employees to health consultation, is a comprehensive strategy to promote weight loss 

without use of financial incentives. The measured effects of this strategy, though, remain 

in question.  

 An additional tactic implemented to lower the average BMI of employees is group 

competition. General Mills hosts an annual weight loss competition among regions at 

national sales meetings, which from 2005 to 2008 produced favorable results. During this 

period, the percentage change of obese employees fell from 23 to 6% (Heinen & Darling, 

2009). This reduction shows how a workplace can successfully motivate changes in 

individual health behavior without the use of financial incentives. Yet, with so many 

simultaneously acting mechanisms for driving the change, it is not perfectly clear the 

amount of intrinsic motivation individuals obtained from the health screenings and 

workplace culture, as separated from the coercing of colleagues and health professionals 

during the competition.  

 Similar to the health screening process undertaken by General Mills, Johnson & 

Johnson also distributes HRAs to all employees, where those deemed at-risk are 

forwarded to an intervention program. Although, the programs differ on the margin of 

incentives. Those referred to the intervention program at Johnson & Johnson, which 

includes counseling and further assessment, are offered a financial incentive of $500 in 

medical benefits (Goetzel et al., 2002). A study assessing the difference in weight 

between those referred to the intervention program and those not referred after 

voluntarily taking the HRA finds that body weight increased in the non-intervention 
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group over the sample period, whereas it did not increase in the intervention group 

(Goetzel et al., 2002). Due to differences between the control and treatment groups, such 

as baseline characteristics that may make weight gain less costly for the control group or 

unobserved group differences such as motivation for healthy living, it is difficult to infer 

the causal effects of the intervention program. It may be that the intervention would not 

have the same effects on all employees, but rather only on those with high health risk. 

However, this study does shed light on the usefulness of awareness-only approaches via 

HRAs. In this example, partaking in the HRA, which included biometric screening, did 

not improve employee health in terms of weight loss over time. Granted, self-selection 

likely plays an ambiguous role in this result, as the HRA was voluntary.  

 In terms of the effectiveness of incentivized weight loss programs within firms, 

the literature displays mixed findings and results may be sensitive to the type of incentive 

structure used. In a randomized controlled trial, obese employees given the goal of losing 

5% of their baseline weight show no difference in weight loss between those financially 

incentivized and those not incentivized (Patel et al., 2016). Of the incentivized groups, 

two were offered insurance premium adjustments at varying points in time, and one was 

offered a cash incentive based on a lottery and meeting daily weigh-in goals. Among 

these groups, there was also no difference in weight loss over the one-year time period 

(Patel et al., 2016). This study suggests that outcome-based financial incentives may not 

lead to weight loss, and employers should consider using larger or different incentives to 

motivate employees (Patel et al., 2016). 
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 One limitation of the previous study is that it takes place in only one firm. In 

looking at several firms’ incentivized weight loss programs, Cawley & Price (2013) 

reveal that, while the type of incentive structure matters, the most effective program still 

only results in modest weight loss. Furthermore, “More than two-thirds (68%) of all 

enrollees dropped out before the end of the year-long program,” and attrition is 

negatively correlated with success in the program (Cawley & Price, 2013). When attrition 

is taken into account, individuals in the most effective program lost a mere two pounds 

more over one year as compared to the control group (Cawley & Price, 2013). As is 

common in the literature, the authors note potential selection bias into the wellness 

programs as a limitation to the study. Nonetheless, it supports the literature calling for an 

improvement in understanding how to motivate individuals to lose weight. 

 Despite the mixed findings of the effectiveness of workplace wellness programs, 

they continue to increase in popularity with the belief that they create a healthier 

workplace. In fact, the Affordable Care Act even granted $500 million in 2010 to fund 

wellness programs in small businesses (Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, 

2010). In light of this, Jones et al. (2019) set up a randomized controlled trial to assess the 

effects of wellness programs on employee medical spending, productivity, and health 

behaviors. They find strong evidence of selection into wellness programs, where program 

participants were healthier and had lower medical expenditures than nonparticipants prior 

to the experiment (Jones et al., 2019). Additionally, they find no causal effects of the 

wellness program on any of the aforementioned outcomes, although it did increase health 

screening rates (Jones et al., 2019). Given these findings, the authors call for a better 
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understanding of individual behavior to better target the nonparticipants that would 

potentially benefit most from a healthier lifestyle. 

Remaining Opportunities 

 In reviewing the effectiveness of current policy approaches to reduce overweight 

and obesity, there appears no clear answer to evoking long-term motivation for healthy 

living. Even in programs that result in weight loss, quickly regaining the lost weight 

commonly occurs when incentives are taken away at program completion (Cawley & 

Price, 2013). In a review of the literature on various obesity prevention policies, Chriqui 

(2013) states that, “most studies were cross-sectional, focused on policy implementation 

in schools and other settings rather than impacts on individual behaviors or obesity.” 

Similarly, in examining the current public approach to obesity prevention, Chan & Woo 

(2010) argue that, “the prevention and reduction of overweight and obesity depend 

ultimately on individual lifestyle changes, and further research on motivations for 

behavior change would be important in combating the obesity epidemic.” They further 

view policy as a facilitator rather than a solution to the problem.  

 The solution could lie in better understanding how individuals view and respond 

to overweight and obesity. However, there is sparse research that assesses this type of 

understanding. Two notable papers empirically address this issue, and both find that 

overweight classification may actually have adverse effects on subsequent body mass. 

Additionally, neither of these studies finds an effect for obese classification on 

subsequent body mass. 
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  Almond, Lee, & Schwartz (2016) use data on New York City female students to 

identify “the causal effect of BMI information on subsequent BMI and weight.” Using a 

regression discontinuity design and the variation from an overweight BMI cutoff that 

changes with age in months, they find that students receiving an overweight report card 

show a very small but significant increase in next year’s weight relative to their healthy 

peers (Almond et al., 2016). While this study reveals the behavior of female students in 

grades K-11 who are near their respective overweight cutoff, it does not provide insight 

into how adults respond to weight classifications. Adults, especially those reaching an 

age in which the health impacts of overweight and obesity are surfacing, may respond 

quite differently than school-aged females. Additionally, adult responses to weight 

classifications apply more directly to workplace wellness programs than responses by 

students. 

 Secondly, a study using Korea’s National Health Screening Program suggests that 

overweight classification may increase waist circumference in adults (Kim et al., 2019). 

If so, it may be that overweight classification discourages individuals from healthy 

behavior, whereas a healthy classification may encourage them towards healthy behavior. 

Cultural and political differences between Korea and the United States make it difficult to 

extrapolate Kim et al.’s findings to US adults, though. Regardless, both studies find 

potentially adverse effects of making individuals aware of being overweight. 

Despite these findings that suggest awareness of overweight and obesity have no, or 

even adverse, effects on individual health, many wellness programs still incorporate a 

health risk awareness component. In fact, within incentivized weight loss programs, the 
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average incentive amounts for participation are actually greater than those offered for 

obtaining results (Mattke et al., 2013). Yet, this is done without knowing how individuals 

respond to simple awareness of their health status. It may be that outcome-based 

incentives are necessary. On the other hand, if health awareness creates the sought-after 

behavioral response, money may be better spent providing resources such as frequent 

assessments and on-site weighing stations. A further examination of individuals’ 

behavioral responses to overweight and obesity would aid in revealing which method is 

more likely to be successful. 

 This work contributes by directly measuring if, and to what extent, a behavioral 

response to weight classifications exists among US adults. Does being classified as 

overweight or obese trigger individuals into losing weight, or does it only spark the intent 

to lose weight without actual results? The answer to this question could aid in the 

creation of effective wellness programs, as well as other public obesity prevention 

policies. 
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3. DATA 

My study uses data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY 

‘79). This is a nationally representative, biennial survey of 12,686 Americans issued by 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics (The NLSY79, 2019). Respondents were born in 1957-1964 

and were first interviewed in 1979. This work uses unbalanced panel data from 2002-

2016, which were collected via personal interviews in each even year. Over this time 

period, respondents aged from 37-45 in 2002 to 51-60 in 2016.3 

Self-reported height and weight in the survey allow for the calculation of an 

individual’s body mass index (BMI) in a given survey year.4 BMI is calculated as  

BMI = weight (kg) / height (m2)  (1) 

This formula simply standardizes the traditionally used height vs. weight charts (Weir & 

Jan, 2019). In 1997, the World Health Organization established weight classifications 

based on BMI (Mackey et al., 2013). The classifications are as follows: underweight 

refers to individuals with a BMI of <18.5, healthy weight to those with 18.5 ≤ BMI < 25, 

overweight to those with 25 ≤ BMI < 30, and obese to those with BMI ≥ 30. Figure 2 

shows a histogram of BMI by gender in my estimation sample.  

 

 
 

3 Minimal data cleaning procedures were undertaken to obtain the resulting dataset used for analysis. 
Following Johar and Katayama (2012) and Fryar, Carroll, and Ogden (2018), I exclude pregnant 
observations from analyses, as BMI is not shown to be accurate in pregnant women (this excluded 123 
observations). I also impute height in 2002 and 2004 with 2006 values by individual, as height was not 
recorded in 2002-2004. The resulting dataset contains 101,365 observations and 12,686 individuals. 
4 Reported height was converted from inches into meters by multiplying by 0.0254. Similarly, weight was 
converted from pounds to kilograms by multiplying by 2.2046226218. 
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Figure 2. Histogram of BMI

 

Additionally, Figures 3-6 show height and weight by gender in their reported 

units of inches and pounds, providing insight into how individuals tend to round their 

weight to the nearest tens place, especially heavier individuals. This is in line with 

Cawley et al. (2015), who find that underreporting of weight increases with measured 

weight, misclassifying a fraction of obese individuals as non-obese. While this 
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measurement error is not classical, as long as the tendency to underreport does not 

change discontinuously at the cutoffs, it is still appropriate to use reported measures in 

assessing the effects of weight classifications on individual behavior in an RD setting. 

However, this limitation to my study merits caution, and measured height and weight 

would be more desirable to accurately classify individuals. 
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The main outcome of interest, weight change, is calculated as the simple 

difference in weight in the two years between survey rounds:5 

Weight Changet+1 = Weightt+1 – Weightt (2) 

A secondary outcome is based on a survey question asking, “Are you now trying to lose 

weight, gain weight, stay about the same, or are you not trying to do anything about your 

weight?” This outcome permits me to test the hypothesis that while overweight or obese 

assignment causes individuals to state they are attempting weight loss, they may not 

actually lose weight over time. Almost 60% of female responses report that they are 

 

5 A histogram of weight change can be found in Appendix A, Figure A1. 
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currently trying to lose weight, whereas only about 30% of male responses report the 

same.6 

 I also include demographic characteristics and health related information from the 

NLSY ’79 in my analysis. These are used as controls in the regression models to test the 

sensitivity of estimates to related covariates. Summary statistics for the entire sample are 

displayed in Table 1, whereas Table 2 splits the sample by gender and weight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 The means between these two groups are statistically different from one another at the 1% level as 
determined by a Welch two-sample t-test. 
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Table 1. Summary Statistics: Whole Sample                  
Variables Mean Median† St. Dev. 
Weight-related characteristics:    
Height (meters) 1.71 1.70 0.11 
Weight (kg) 84.35 81.65 19.97 
BMI 28.92 27.98 6.26 
Healthy 0.26  0.44 
Overweight 0.38  0.49 
Obese 0.36  0.48 
Weightt+1 – Weightt (kg) 0.49 0 7.69 
Weight-related behaviors:    
Attempting Weight Losst 0.46  0.50 
Vigorous Activity (sessions/week*) 9.28 3 304.48 
Light Activity (sessions/week) 11.94 4 443.20 
Strength Training (sessions/week) 5.54 0.25 130.75 
Last Physical Exam within:    
     1 Year 0.72  0.45 
     2 Years 0.11  0.32 
     3 Years 0.06  0.23 
     5 Years 0.04  0.19 
     Over 5 Years 0.07  0.25 
Demographic characteristics:    
Hispanic 0.16  0.36 
Black 0.25  0.43 
Male 0.51  0.50 
Insured 0.83  0.37 
Family Income ($) 72,891 53,000 85,420 
Highest Grade Completed 13 12 2.55 
Age 48 48 5.24 
Northeast 0.15  0.36 
Northcentral 0.23  0.42 
South 0.42  0.49 
West 0.20  0.40 
Rural 0.23  0.42 
The sample contains 12,686 individuals and observations range from 44,064-101,365. 
*Sessions/week refers to the number of exercise sessions lasting at least 10 minutes an individual 
performs per week. †Medians for categorical variables are excluded from the table. 
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Table 2. Means by Weight Classification and Gender  
Healthy Overweight Obese 

Variables Male Female Male Female Male Female 
Weight-related characteristics:      
Height (meters) 1.79 1.64 1.78 1.63 1.78 1.63 
Weight (kg) 73.23 59.98 87.05 73.37 109.35 95.50 
BMI 22.93 22.25 27.41 27.41 34.42 36.13 
Weightt+1 – Weightt (kg) 1.56 1.70 0.78 1.10 -0.77 -0.99 
Weight-related behaviors:       
Attempting Weight Losst 0.05 0.30 0.30 0.61 0.59 0.73 
Vigorous Activity 
(sessions/week) 

13.10 8.19 8.30 16.19 7.66 4.74 

Light Activity 
(sessions/week) 

10.06 16.51 10.75 9.92 8.65 15.84 

Strength Training 
(sessions/week) 

4.07 6.12 5.80 8.82 4.11 4.39 

Last Physical Exam within: 
      

     1 Year 0.58 0.74 0.66 0.77 0.72 0.81 
     2 Years 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.09 
     3 Years 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 
     5 Years 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 
     Over 5 Years 0.14 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.03 
Demographic characteristics: 

     

Hispanic 0.14 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.20 
Black 0.31 0.19 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.41 
Insured 0.75 0.85 0.82 0.86 0.84 0.85 
Family Income 73,799 84,146 84,784 68,735 74,022 53,183 
Highest Grade Completed 13 14 13 13 13 13 
Age 48 47 48 48 48 49 
Northeast 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.13 
Northcentral 0.24 0.26 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.22 
South 0.41 0.39 0.40 0.43 0.42 0.48 
West 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.17 
Rural 0.21 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.23 
Observations 5,681 9,347 12,741 8,853 9,599 10,606 

 
 

The weight-related characteristics in Table 1 indicate that the average BMI is 

considered overweight at 28.92. Weight change is slightly positive, reflecting that 

individuals gain weight over time, on average, in my sample. Also, the weight-related 
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behaviors in Table 1 report that 83% have seen a physician within the last two years. This 

is important because one assumption underlying the research question is that individuals 

(or at least a nontrivial subset of individuals) are aware of their BMI. Seeing a physician 

is one mechanism by which an individual may come to know their BMI, particularly if 

they are at an unhealthy weight. Among obese adults aged 50-64, 80% were notified of 

their obesity by a physician (Hansen et al., 2020). 

Of note in Table 2 is that height stays constant within gender across different 

weight groups. This supports the notion that BMI in my sample is indeed picking up 

differences in weight, on average, and not simply height reports aimed at manipulating 

BMI. Only 4% of observations report an increased height from the previous year (which 

could result in a decreased BMI), and 82% of those increased by one inch. It also appears 

that, particularly among males, unhealthier individuals tend to see a physician more 

frequently. This is not surprising but reinforces the idea that overweight and obese 

individuals have likely been notified of their weight status by a health professional. 

Lastly, females tend to report they are attempting weight loss more frequently than males 

across all weight classifications, a gender difference in my secondary outcome variable of 

interest that merits consideration when modeling. 

Furthermore, I explore descriptive weight loss behavior by various subgroups of 

interest. Table 3 shows the mean of binary indicators for weight loss (equal to unity if an 

individual lost weight between survey rounds and zero otherwise), attempting weight loss 

(equal to unity if an individual is attempting weight loss in a given survey year and zero 

otherwise), and keeping the same weight (equal to unity if an individual’s weight did not 
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change between survey rounds and zero otherwise). Therefore, the percentage of 

observations within each subgroup can easily be compared for these three variables. 

These descriptive statistics provides insight into where heterogeneity in weight loss 

behavior may exist.  

Table 3. Means of Weight Loss, Attempting Weight Loss, and Keeping the Same 
Weight by Subgroups 
 Weight Loss Attempting Weight 

Loss 
Same Weight 

Group Male Female Male Female Male Female 
Healthy 0.47 0.46 0.05 0.31 0.26 0.19 
Overweight 0.38 0.4 0.3 0.61 0.22 0.16 
Obese 0.3 0.34 0.59 0.73 0.17 0.13 
Age:       

37-42 0.5 0.6 0.32 0.54 0.22 0.17 
43-48 0.34 0.37 0.36 0.57 0.22 0.17 
49-54 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.55 0.2 0.15 
55-60 0.38 0.4 0.35 0.53 0.2 0.14 

Insured 0.37 0.4 0.37 0.57 0.21 0.16 
Uninsured 0.41 0.43 0.24 0.47 0.22 0.16 
Black 0.4 0.42 0.32 0.57 0.19 0.13 
Hispanic 0.39 0.41 0.38 0.59 0.2 0.16 
Income ($):       

<30,000 0.41 0.44 0.28 0.51 0.19 0.14 
30,001-60,000 0.4 0.41 0.33 0.58 0.21 0.16 
60,001-90,000 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.6 0.22 0.17 
90,001-120,000 0.33 0.37 0.4 0.59 0.24 0.17 

>120,000 0.33 0.34 0.44 0.57 0.24 0.19 
Some college 0.36 0.39 0.42 0.59 0.23 0.16 
No college 0.39 0.42 0.3 0.52 0.2 0.15 
Last Physical Exam:       

1 year 0.36 0.36 0.39 0.58 0.2 0.15 
>1 year 0.34 0.35 0.29 0.48 0.23 0.18 

Northeast 0.39 0.4 0.4 0.56 0.2 0.17 
Northcentral 0.36 0.38 0.34 0.54 0.22 0.18 
South 0.38 0.41 0.34 0.56 0.2 0.14 
West 0.37 0.42 0.34 0.56 0.22 0.16 
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 The first three rows of Table 3 suggest that while the percentage of the sample 

attempting weight loss increases greatly from healthy individuals to obese individuals in 

both genders, those actually losing weight decreases across these same weight 

classifications. Similarly, those losing weight decreases during the ages of 43-54, with 

potentially a slight increase in ages 55-60. This may simply reflect that weight loss 

prevalence declines during parenting years when children are most likely to still live at 

home. Additionally, weight loss becomes less frequent as income increases across both 

genders, whereas those attempting weight loss may actually increase. Lastly, those who 

have had a physical exam in the past year have more reports of attempting weight loss as 

compared to those for whom it has been more than one year since their last physical 

exam. A possible explanation for this is that unhealthier individuals visit their physician 

more frequently, and may be consulted by their physician to lose weight.   

Individuals do not need large weight changes to change their BMI. For the 

average male in the sample at 5’10” (1.78 meters), a 7 pound weight change will change 

his BMI by one unit. Likewise, for the average female of 5’4”, a 6 pound weight change 

will change her BMI by one unit. The two-year time gap between surveys allows 

sufficient time for these small weight changes. 
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4. METHODS 

My study aims to assess the effect of weight classifications on health outcomes. 

Specifically, I explore whether individuals respond to overweight and obese 

classifications by altering their weight change behavior or attempting weight loss. Due to 

systematic differences (lifestyle, genetics, etc.) between individuals classified as healthy, 

overweight, and obese, an ordinary least squares regression comparing outcomes between 

these groups would likely reflect many other differences rather than just the effects of the 

weight classification. The ideal thought experiment would be to assign classifications 

randomly. This is clearly not possible, but my setting allows me to exploit a natural 

experiment that is similar in nature to random assignment. In particular, given the clinical 

definitions of overweight and obese are strict functions of BMI, I can use a regression 

discontinuity (RD) design in which observations close to a weight classification cutoff 

can be treated as quasi-randomly assigned to their respective classification. To be clear, 

the effects of these classifications on various outcomes can be examined by treating those 

just above and below a cutoff as randomly assigned treatment and control groups, 

respectively. 

 I employ a local linear estimator to measure the local average treatment effect 

(LATE). Global polynomial estimators are shown to exhibit poor properties near 

boundary points, as well as introduce potential bias by including observations far away 

from the cutoff (Cattaneo, Idrobo, et al., 2019). Furthermore, a first order polynomial is 

preferred to higher-order polynomials as it strikes an ideal balance between 

approximation accuracy and variance of the treatment effect. It is also less likely to 
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overfit the data, leading to “unreliable results near boundary points” (Cattaneo, Idrobo, et 

al., 2019). Optimal bandwidth, the distance from the cutoff within which observations 

contribute to the local regression estimates, is chosen using the mean squared error 

(MSE) approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). This method chooses a bandwidth to 

minimize the MSE of the bias and variance of the estimator, where estimator bias is 

decreasing in bandwidth and variance increasing (Cattaneo, Idrobo, et al., 2019). Lastly, 

observations are weighted using a triangular kernel function, which simply puts more 

weight on observations closest to the threshold and decreases linearly as observations lie 

farther away from the threshold. 

To assess the impacts of overweight and obese classifications on subsequent 

weight change, I estimate the following regression: 

 

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡',)*+ −𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡') = 𝛼 + 𝛽+ ∙ 𝑂') +		𝛽4 ∙ 𝑓6𝐵𝑀𝐼') − 𝐵𝑀𝐼:;)<==> +

																											𝛽?[𝑂') ∙ 𝑓6𝐵𝑀𝐼') − 𝐵𝑀𝐼:;)<==>] + 𝜃) + 𝜀')            (3) 

  

where i denotes individual and t denotes survey year (recalling that the NLSY conducts 

biennial surveys in each even year). 𝑂') is a binary indicator for either overweight or 

obese. To be clear, I estimate two separate models. In the first model, 𝑂') equals unity for 

overweight observations and zero otherwise, whereas for the second model, 𝑂') equals 

unity for obese observations and zero otherwise. The term 𝑓6𝐵𝑀𝐼') − 𝐵𝑀𝐼:;)<==> is a 

linear function of BMI centered at zero by subtracting the respective cutoff (25 for 

overweight or 30 for obese). That is, 𝐵𝑀𝐼:;)<== equals 25 in the model where 𝑂') 
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indicates overweight, and 30 in the model where 𝑂') indicates obese. The interaction 

between 𝑂') and 𝑓6𝐵𝑀𝐼') − 𝐵𝑀𝐼:;)<==>	allows for different slopes on either side of the 

cutoff. This controls for the possibility that the relationship between baseline BMI and 

weight change differs between weight classifications (healthy and overweight or 

overweight and obese). Survey year fixed effects, 𝜃), are included in all regressions to 

control for any systematic differences between survey rounds. The coefficient of interest 

is 𝛽+, which can be interpreted as the effect of overweight (or obese) classification on 

subsequent weight change for those near the respective cutoff. Following Lee & Lemieux 

(2010), standard errors are clustered at the individual level, accounting for error 

correlation within individuals over time. To estimate effects for my secondary outcome 

of interest, 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡',)*+ −𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡') is replaced by Attempting weight lossit, which is 

equal to unity if an individual reports they are currently trying to lose weight and zero 

otherwise.7,8 

The source of identification comes from a cross-sectional comparison of 

observations just above and below the cutoff. Treatment is determined quasi-randomly, 

so there should be no systematic differences between individuals on either side of the 

 

7 I use a linear probability model (LPM) when Attempting weight lossit is the outcome. Nonparametric logit 
models have only recently been developed in the RD setting and could equally be used, but this is not yet 
standard practice (Xu, 2017). Furthermore, an LPM is appropriate as I am interested in marginal effects, 
not predictability, and the MSE optimal bandwidth adjusts according to the chosen polynomial-order to 
account for model misspecification, including nonlinearity.  
8 As attempting weight loss is necessary for actual weight loss, my two outcomes and their errors terms are 
likely related, yet I treat them as independent. In these cases of “seemingly unrelated regressions” (SUR), 
Zellner (1962) states that the OLS estimator is still consistent, but may not be efficient, and suggests 
estimating feasible generalized least squares under his SUR method instead. However, when the set of 
regressors in both equations are the same, the SUR method reduces to OLS, which in my case is true. This 
has been shown and supported by more recent studies as well (Oliveira & Teixeira-Pinto, 2015). 
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threshold. As a result, the parameter of interest is identified without controlling for 

observed or unobserved individual characteristics. I include individual characteristics as 

controls in some models for robustness, but do not include individual fixed effects as then 

effects would only be identified from the small subset of individuals who cross cutoffs 

during my study period. 

 The main threats to identification are manipulation of the running variable (BMI) 

and sorting of treatment due to the discontinuity of a covariate at the cutoff. The 

manipulation concern is that individuals report a BMI just below a cutoff to appear 

healthier than they really are, thereby avoiding an overweight or obese classification. 

Manipulation is tested using a nonparametric density estimator to check for 

discontinuities in the density of the running variable at a cutoff. This estimator requires 

no prebinning or other transformations of the data, and is based on local polynomial 

techniques (Cattaneo, Jansson, et al., 2019). The null hypothesis is that there is no 

discontinuity in density at either cutoff.  

Figures 7-10 show a histogram and manipulation test plot for each cutoff. The 

solid lines indicate point estimates, while the shaded regions are confidence intervals. 

Note that the “…proposed manipulation test employs robust bias-corrected methods, and 

hence leads to asymmetric confidence intervals (not necessarily centered around the 

density point estimator)...” (Cattaneo, Jansson, et al., 2019). This is the reason for the 

unusual confidence intervals in Figures 8 and 10. 
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Figure 7. Histogram: BMI Centered at Overweight Cutoff 
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Figure 8. Manipulation Test Plot: Overweight 
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Figure 9. Histogram: BMI Centered at Obese Cutoff 
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Figure 10. Manipulation Test Plot: Obese 

 
 
 

Both p-values in Figures 8 and 10 suggest rejecting the null hypothesis that BMI 

is continuous at the cutoff at the 10% level, with p-values of 0.054 and 0.063 for the 

overweight and obese cutoffs, respectively. This indicates possible manipulation of 

reported BMI. However, both discontinuities suggest that there is an increase in density 

at the cutoff, which is counterintuitive to the concern that individuals report a BMI just 
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below the cutoff to avoid overweight or obese classification. There is no benefit to 

narrowly receiving the treatment in this case. Furthermore, Figures 11 and 12 show p-

values for the same test at placebo BMI cutoffs around the overweight and obese 

thresholds, respectively. Discontinuities are found at various BMIs that have no 

theoretical motivation for manipulation; therefore, the discontinuities in density at the 

overweight and obese cutoffs are not unique.  

Figure 11. BMI Manipulation Test at Placebo Overweight Cutoffs
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Figure 12. BMI Manipulation Test at Placebo Obese Cutoffs

 
 
 

The second threat to identification, sorting of treatment due to the discontinuity of 

individual characteristics at the cutoff, embodies the concern that the treatment and 

control groups are populated based on observed or unobserved characteristics that affect 

the outcome. In regression discontinuity design, these characteristics are allowed to be 
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correlated with the running variable and outcome as long as they are not discontinuous at 

the treatment threshold in the running variable.  

This can be tested by regressing observable baseline characteristics on the 

specified RD model from Equation 3. If the local linear estimate of the effect of 

overweight or obese classification on a given covariate is significant, then any findings 

that weight classification affects weight change may actually be driven by a “jump” in the 

confounding variable. This is unlikely, as the BMI cutoffs are based on anthropometric 

and health studies of the global population, representing averages in body fat content that 

may not be accurate for a given individual or class of individuals. Furthermore, Mackey 

et al. (2013) state that, “It is important to realize that these cutpoints to identify 

overweight or obesity are arbitrary and most risks associated with increased BMI are 

linearly related to the amount of body fatness.” Although theoretically there should be no 

sorting of the treatment due to a discontinuous covariate, Table 4 shows the regression 

results that test this formally.  
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Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level. 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
 
 
 I find that one of the fourteen covariates has a statistically significant 

discontinuity at the overweight cutoff, and two for the obese cutoff. This is in line with 

what would be expected by chance. Furthermore, discontinuities are also detected at a 

similar rate at placebo cutoff BMIs for each of these covariates (see Figures A2-A4 in 

Table 4. Continuity of Covariates at Thresholds 
Outcome Overweight Obese 

Hispanic -0.02 
(-0.016) 

-0.003 
(-0.017) 

Black 0.013 
(-0.02) 

0 
(-0.018) 

Male 0.430*** 
(-0.033) 

-0.058** 
(-0.015) 

Northeast 0.01 
(-0.015) 

-0.007 
(-0.013) 

Northcentral 0.009 
(-0.017) 

0.038* 
(-0.016) 

West -0.009 
(-0.017) 

-0.026 
(0-.015) 

Rural 0.009 
(-0.016) 

0.019 
(-0.016) 

Insurance 0.005 
(-0.013) 

-0.014 
(-0.012) 

Family Income 3,469 
(-3,967) 

783 
(-3,050) 

Grade 0.034 
(-0.108) 

0.003 
(-0.098) 

Age -0.057 
(-0.092) 

-0.092 
(-0.089) 

Strength -0.746 
(-2.607) 

1.344 
(-1.806) 

Vigorous Activity (sessions/week) 1.46 
(-1.38) 

-9.932 
(-12.482) 

Light Activity (sessions/week) 0.354 
(-1.418) 

1.119 
(-1.101) 
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Appendix A). Kim et al. (2019) who performed a similar RD design with BMI in Korea 

also found discontinuities in a small share of covariates. Nonetheless, I estimate 

regressions with and without controlling for these observable characteristics, finding 

similar results. Figures A5-10 in Appendix A show global fits of the relationship between 

BMI and each discontinuous covariate (only as a visual aid), along with a graph of each 

local linear regression.  

 After testing the two main threats to identification, the RD design appears valid. 

Individuals do not seem to report their height and weights in a way that lowers their BMI 

to be just below a given weight classification cutoff. Additionally, baseline observable 

characteristics are largely shown to be smooth across each cutoff, but are still controlled 

for in the estimated regressions for comparison of results. The identifying assumption 

that individuals just below and above a weight classification cutoff are comparable is 

supported.   
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5. RESULTS 

I examine the effects of overweight and obese classification on subsequent weight 

change using local linear regressions at the BMI cutoff points of 25 and 30. Additionally, 

I analyze the impacts of each classification on reports of attempting weight loss. These 

analyses provide insight into whether or not individuals change their reported weight 

change behavior, actual weight change behavior, both, or neither when classified as 

overweight or obese. Tables 5-8 report the local linear estimates for three model 

specifications at the MSE-optimal bandwidth, as well as half and double that bandwidth 

for robustness. Additionally, Figures A11-18 in Appendix A show global polynomial fits 

of the relationship between BMI and each outcome (only as a visual aid), along with a 

graph of each local linear regression, providing a visualization of the estimates from 

Model 1 with the optimal bandwidth.  
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Table 5. Effect of Overweight Assignmentt on Weight Changet+1: Local Linear 
Regression Estimates 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Bandwidth Year FE Demographic 

Controls 
All Controls 

Optimal -0.136 
(0.198) 

0.029 
(0.202) 

0.202 
(0.257) 

Half -0.356 
(0.268) 

-0.076 
(0.272) 

0.154 
(0.330) 

Double -0.047 
(0.146) 

0.030 
(0.150) 

0.182 
(0.192) 

Effective Observations 18,594 17,343 10,280 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level.  
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
All regressions include year fixed effects. 
Demographic controls include: Hispanic, black, male, region, and rural. 
All controls include demographic controls plus: insured, income, highest grade completed, age, strength 
training, light activity, and vigorous activity. 
Optimal bandwidths are 2.807, 2.736, and 2.761 for models 1-3, respectively. 
Effective observations refers to the number of observations within the estimation window chosen by the 
bandwidth. 

Table 6. Effect of Obese Assignmentt on Weight Changet+1: Local Linear Regression 
Estimates 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Bandwidth Year FE Demographic 

Controls 
All Controls 

Optimal -0.384 
(0.257) 

-0.269 
(0.245) 

-0.329 
(0.280) 

Half -0.556 
(0.361) 

-0.606 
(0.348) 

0.139 
(0.318) 

Double 0.040 
(0.184) 

0.098 
(0.178) 

-0.037 
(0.209) 

Effective Observations 13,825 15,555 9,938 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level.  
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
All regressions include year fixed effects. 
Demographic controls include: Hispanic, black, male, region, and rural. 
All controls include demographic controls plus: insured, income, highest grade completed, age, strength 
training, light activity, and vigorous activity. 
Optimal bandwidths are 2.465, 2.787, and 3.051 for models 1-3, respectively. 
Effective observations refers to the number of observations within the estimation window chosen by the 
bandwidth. 
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Table 7. Effect of Overweight Assignmentt on Attempting Weight Losst: Local Linear 
Regression Estimates 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Bandwidth Year FE Demographic 

Controls 
All Controls 

Optimal -0.139*** 
(0.021) 

0.003 
(0.015) 

-0.014 
(0.019) 

Half -0.223*** 
(0.027) 

-0.015 
(0.021) 

-0.037 
(0.026) 

Double -0.058*** 
(0.016) 

0.014 
(0.012) 

0.005 
(0.015) 

Effective Observations 11,188 19,505 10,123 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level.  
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
All regressions include year fixed effects. 
Demographic controls include: Hispanic, black, male, region, and rural. 
All controls include demographic controls plus: insured, income, highest grade completed, age, strength 
training, light activity, and vigorous activity. 
Optimal bandwidths are 1.393, 2.53, and 2.17 for models 1-3, respectively. 
Effective observations refers to the number of observations within the estimation window chosen by the 
bandwidth. 

Table 8. Effects of Obese Assignmentt on Attempting Weight Losst: Local Linear 
Regression Estimates 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Bandwidth Year FE Demographic 

Controls 
All Controls 

Optimal 0.006 
(0.016) 

0.002 
(0.016) 

-0.012 
(0.018) 

Half 0.017 
(0.021) 

-0.002 
(0.021) 

-0.007 
(0.024) 

Double 0.008 
(0.013) 

-0.006 
(0.013) 

-0.013 
(0.015) 

Effective Observations 27,147 24,864 16,220 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the individual level.  
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
All regressions include year fixed effects. 
Demographic controls include: Hispanic, black, male, region, and rural. 
All controls include demographic controls plus: insured, income, highest grade completed, age, strength 
training, light activity, and vigorous activity. 
Optimal bandwidths are 3.962, 3.726, and 4.147 for models 1-3, respectively. 
Effective observations refers to the number of observations within the estimation window chosen by the 
optimal bandwidth. 
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 The effects of both overweight and obese classifications on subsequent weight 

change are not statistically different from zero (Tables 5-6). One potential reason for the 

null effect is that individuals may not be motivated to lose weight solely based on weight 

classifications. This aligns with the literature suggesting that obesity awareness alone 

does not alter individual behavior (Almond et al., 2016; Walls et al., 2011). Secondly, a 

plausible reason for the null effect is that individuals are unaware of their BMI 

classification status. Ma et al. (2009) found that, in visits of obese patients to US private 

physicians, “70% … were not diagnosed and 63% … received no counseling for diet, 

exercise or weight reduction.” Third, the two-year time period between survey rounds 

may result in any short-term effects being netted out by individuals regaining their lost 

weight. In employee wellness programs, it is found that weight regain after program 

completion is common (Cawley & Price, 2013) 

Furthermore, the null effects agree with Kim et al.'s (2019) findings that being 

classified as high risk for obesity did not lead to weight change or health behavior 

changes in Korea. The exception is that they found a small positive effect for medium 

risk of obesity assignment on waist circumference, which is similar to Almond et al.'s 

(2016) result that overweight classification led to an increase in future weight in school-

aged girls. My results do not suggest an increase in weight due to overweight 

classification in US adults; overweight assignment does not appear to discourage US 

adults from healthy living, whereas the two aforementioned studies find some evidence 

for this in their respective samples.  
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Regarding the secondary outcome, whether or not an individual is currently 

attempting weight loss, the results also suggest zero effect for both overweight and obese 

assignments. In Table 7, there is a statistically significant, negative effect of overweight 

assignment on attempting weight loss in Model 1. However, the estimate is sensitive to 

adding covariates. By controlling for gender, the effect is no longer statistically different 

from zero. As the male covariate is found to discontinuously increase at the overweight 

cutoff (Table 4), it may be that the effect in Model 1 is driven by males being less likely 

to report they are currently trying to lose weight (Table 2).  

While there are no effects for either outcome in the entire sample, it could be that 

certain subgroups of the population are more likely to respond to weight classifications 

than others. For example, if insured individuals visit a physician more frequently, and 

those who visit a physician are more likely to be aware of their BMI, then weight 

classifications could be more likely to have an effect on the insured population. Likewise, 

since females appear to report they are attempting weight loss more frequently than 

males, they may also be more aware of their weight and more responsive to changes in 

clinical weight classifications. Lastly, there may be racial heterogeneity stemming from 

demographic differences, or differences in the probability of being assigned as 

overweight or obese.  

To test the effect of BMI classifications on both outcomes for these groups, I run 

subsample regressions using Model 2, which includes demographic controls. The results 

are shown in Tables 9 and 10 for the overweight and obese classifications, respectively. 
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Again, the effect is not statistically different from zero for either assignment on weight 

change or attempting weight loss.9 

Table 9. Effect of Overweight Assignmentt: Subgroup Regressions 
 
Subgroup 

                               Outcome 
Weightt+1 – Weightt Attempting Weight Losst 

Male 0.203 
(0.299) 

-0.014 
(0.019) 

Female -0.171 
(0.327) 

0.020 
(0.025) 

Hispanic -0.323 
(0.489) 

-0.007 
(0.031) 

Black 0.682 
(0.463) 

0.034 
(0.022) 

Insured -0.210 
(0.215) 

0.005 
(0.018) 

Uninsured 1.162* 
(0.591) 

-0.006 
(0.027) 

Standard errors in parentheses. 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
All regressions include year fixed effects and demographic controls: Hispanic, black, male, region, and 
rural. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

9 Table 9 shows a statistically significant effect for the effect of overweight on weight change in uninsured 
individuals. Finding an effect for 1/24 regression (between Tables 8-9) is expected by chance. Also, the 
effect is not robust to bandwidth choice. 
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Table 10. Effect of Obese Assignmentt: Subgroup Regressions 
 
Subgroup 

                              Outcome 
Weightt+1 – Weightt Attempting Weight Losst 

Male -0.366 
(0.303) 

-0.017 
(0.025) 

Female 0.232 
(0.339) 

0.024 
(0.023) 

Hispanic -0.066 
(0.459) 

0.039 
(0.035) 

Black -0.505 
(0.394) 

-0.004 
(0.027) 

Insured -0.180 
(0.242) 

0.004 
(0.017) 

Uninsured 0.335 
(0.602) 

0.002 
(0.036) 

Standard errors in parentheses. 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
Optimal bandwidth calculated using MSE approach (Imbens & Kalyanaraman, 2012). 
All regressions include year fixed effects and demographic controls: Hispanic, black, male, region, and 
rural. 
 
 
 To sum, overweight and obese assignments do not affect subsequent weight 

change or current attempts to lose weight in my sample. To the extent that individuals in 

the sample are aware of their BMI and consequent weight classifications, my results 

suggest that information on weight classification status does not induce behavioral 

changes that improve physical health. These findings align with previous research 

showing that health risk information does not lead to improved health behavior among 

Korean adults (Kim et al., 2019), as well as literature showing that overweight and obese 

classifications do not lead to weight loss in school-aged girls (Almond et al., 2016). 

However, one main limitation to my study is that individuals may not know their BMI 

classification. Further research might assess the prevalence of BMI awareness, and 

whether using the overweight and obese cutoffs as comprehendible goals in wellness 

programs provides lasting incentives for weight loss in US adults.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

Excessive weight gain in the United States has led to an obesity epidemic, which 

is associated with increased healthcare costs and lower worker productivity. Interventions 

by both public and private entities have not been successful in improving the health 

behaviors of overweight and obese individuals, and misunderstanding how individuals 

respond to personal weight information may contribute to the ineffectiveness of such 

efforts. My study addresses this issue by analyzing the impacts of overweight and obese 

classifications on individuals’ subsequent weight change and the probability of an 

individual attempting weight loss.  

 Using a Regression Discontinuity design around weight classification thresholds 

in the body mass index, I find that neither overweight nor obese assignment impacts 

subsequent weight change or an individual’s propensity to try to lose weight in US adults. 

This null effect may be driven by several factors. For example, I assume that individuals 

are aware of their BMI. If this is largely not the case, then my results simply reflect a lack 

of BMI awareness. Furthermore, it is possible that these BMI assignments lead to short-

term weight changes that are netted out over the two-year period between survey rounds, 

similar to individuals regaining lost weight after wellness program incentives are taken 

away (Cawley & Price, 2013). Or, there could be unidentified subgroups within my 

sample that, due to having opposite effects, zero each other out. For example, I do not 

observe state of residence, only region. It is possible that individuals in some states 

respond positively to weight information, whereas individuals in other states respond 

negatively. 
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Despite these limitations, my findings largely align with studies by Almond et al. 

(2016) and Kim et al. (2019), who perform similar experiments on different samples. My 

study contributes to this small, yet growing, body of research on how weight information 

affects individuals’ health behavior. Additional studies may look at other samples and 

exploit experiments aside from that which is presented by using regression discontinuity 

design around clinical thresholds.  
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Figure A1. Histogram of Weight Change 
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Figure A2. Continuity of Male at Placebo Cutoffs around Overweight 
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Figure A3. Continuity of Male at Placebo Cutoffs around Obese 
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Figure A4. Continuity of Northcentral at Placebo Cutoffs around Obese 
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Figure A5. Global Polynomial Fit of Male at Overweight Cutoff 
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Figure A6. Male at Overweight Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 
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Figure A7. Global Polynomial Fit of Male at Obese Cutoff 
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Figure A8. Male at Obese Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 
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Figure A9. Global Polynomial Fit of Northcentral at Obese Cutoff 
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Figure A10. Northcentral at Obese Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 
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Figure A11. Global Polynomial Fit of Weight Change at Overweight Cutoff 
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Figure A12. Weight Change at Overweight Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 
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Figure A13. Global Polynomial Fit of Attempting Weight Loss at Overweight Cutoff 
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Figure A14. Attempting Weight Loss at Overweight Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 
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Figure A15. Global Polynomial Fit of Weight Change at Obese Cutoff 
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Figure A16. Weight Change at Obese Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 
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Figure A17. Global Polynomial Fit of Attempting Weight Loss at Obese Cutoff 
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Figure A18. Attempting Weight Loss at Obese Cutoff: Local Linear Regression 

 


